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Abstract - In this paper, an effective sequential interpolation methodology of position command in high-speed and 

high-accuracy control for industrial robots has been proposed. Compared with the traditional Spline interpolation, 

under precondition of knowing the information of 3 –point union of digital command points, our proposed scheme 

could realize the on-line interpolation and ensure the smoothness and accuracy of interpolation curves. In addition, 

the overshoot problem existed in extensively used Spline interpolation could be also resolved completely by our 

approach. Moreover, as a result of realization of on-line command interpolation and resolution of overshoot 

problem, the command interpolation time could be significantly reduced. Finally, we could show the effectiveness 

of our interpolation methodology through the simulation results. 
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1. Introduction 

In industrial robots control system, the calculation period of 

top controller is usually longer than the servo control system 

due to the limit of communication speed between top controller 

and servo control system. Digital position command data 

output from top controller will usually be interpolated in servo 

control system. 

Some researchers have proposed a command interpolation 

technique to make the industrial robots track the desired 

trajectories perfectly [1]. Based on the interpolation technique, 

the effectiveness of reducing jerk under torque and speed 

constraints of industrial articulated robot has also been 

demonstrated [2].  

In addition, in order to realize some high-accuracy control 

methods such as trajectory tracking control in servo control 

system, an essential precondition(i.e. position commands must 

be mathematical continuous and differentiable) is required. 

However, with the employment of command interpolation, the 

distributed command data will be continuous, differentiable 

and possibly used for implementing trajectory tracking control 

[3].  

About the command interpolation technique for industrial 

robots, most of researches have been done to investigate the 

Spline interpolation which employed the Spline function [4] [5]. 

In comparison with cube Spline, researchers have also tried the 

quintic Splines to make the distributed data have close shapes 

with the original curves [6]. Furthermore, some other aspects 

such as the optimum trajectory generation and trajectory 

planning of robots have also extensively applied the Spline 

function to generate the corresponding curves as required [6], 

[7] and [8].  

However, there are some weak points in using Spline 

function as a way of generating smooth curve for distributed 

data, especially for some kinds of digital position commands of 

industrial robots. These weak points are detailed as follows. 

(a) In order to obtain the optimal interpolation route, the 

Spline interpolation can only be implemented after knowing all 

desired information of position command points. In other 

words, somewhat time delay will be generated between the 

commands output and interpolation execution. Therefore, an 

interpolation method which can realize the real-time 

interpolating operation becomes necessary.  

(b) In addition, the vibration, which is the overshoot 

problem, usually happens in Spline interpolation as shown in 

Fig.1. There is no doubt that this shortcoming is not permitted 

in position command interpolation, especially in high-speed 

and high-accuracy control area of industrial robots.  

(c) Furthermore, the calculations of Spline interpolation 

algorithm will become enormous when the digital commands 

are long. Consequently, the Spline interpolation will become 

difficult to realize in real situation.  

In this paper, we have proposed a new sequential 

interpolation methodology which can be used for the on-line 

processing of position commands. Position commands could be 

interpolated immediately when they are output from the top 

controller. Based on the information of 3-point union of 

position commands, the proposal could accurately connect all 

the distributed position command points with smooth 

interpolation curve. It could also make the digital position 

commands be continuous, differentiable and definitely be used 

for some high-accuracy trajectory control methods. Moreover, 

for consecutive position command points with a sudden change 

of curvature, our scheme could resolve the undesirable 

vibration problem shown in Fig.1 by processing the 

interpolated velocity and acceleration of these special 

command points. 

The article is organized as follows: in section 2, the basic 

function used for interpolating was described. The proposal 

theories and corresponding explanations were shown in section 

3. An interpolation example was explained in detail in section 4 

based on theories described in section 3. In section 5, the 



simulation results for some typical position commands were 

presented to show the effectiveness of our scheme and an 

application example of our approach for perfect tracking 

control was described too. 

 

(a) Whole view 

 

(b)  View of steady state part 

Fig. 1.  Spline interpolation. 

 

2. Basic Function 

  First of all, the basic function used for interpolating in our 

proposal is given by the following equation.  

N
su
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where t  is the time variable, suT  is the sampling time of the 

top controller, N  is the natural number. Then, three necessary 

properties of function f  are given as follows. 

 

Property 1 : f  is the function of time variable t  and it is 

continuous and symmetric over interval of 0 and suT . 

  Property 2 : Function f  is integrable over the interval of 0 

and suT .  

Property 3 : Function f  is differentiable over the interval 

of 0 and suT .  

The relationship between time variable t and function f , 

time variable t and first-order integration of function f , time 

variable t and first-order differentiation of function f  over 

the interval of 0 and suT  are shown in Fig.(2)-(4). In Fig.(3), 

we can see that the first-order integration of function f  can 

possibly be used as an interpolation curve of two consecutive 

command points because of its continuity and smoothness. In 

this paper, we chose the integration of f  as an interpolation 

curve to connect two consecutive command points. The details 

of interpolation by using integration of function f  will be 

shown in next section. 

 

Fig. 2.  Function f. 

 

Fig. 3. First-order integration   Fig. 4.  First-order differentiation. 

 

3. Proposal Interpolation Theory 

 

Fig. 5.  Image of proposal interpolation. 

In this section, it is necessary to generally describe the idea 

of our approach before illustrating all proposal theories. With 

Fig.5, suppose there are three position command points 

)(kX ref , )1( kX ref  and )2( kX ref . For the purpose of 

interpolating these three command points sequentially, the 

usual idea is to do the interpolation between )(kX ref  and 

)1( kX ref  when the command point )1( kX ref  is output. As 

the same, to do the interpolation between )1( kX ref  and 

)2( kX ref  when the command point )2( kX ref  is output. 

But the idea of our approach is different from the usual idea. 

We do not interpolate the command point )(kX ref  and 

)1( kX ref  until the top controller outputs the command point 

)2( kX ref  because the optimal interpolation curve can be 

designed when we get the information of )2( kX ref . In other 

words, we can make the interpolation curve reach )1( kX ref  

with a proper and efficient velocity and acceleration. The 

information of )2( kX ref will be needed to calculate the 

corresponding velocity and acceleration. As the same, the 

interpolation curve between )1( kX ref  and )2( kX ref  will 



be designed when the top controller outputs the command point 

)3( kX ref . Up to here, summarized the principle of proposal 

idea briefly, we can say that the information of the third 

command point must be known for interpolating the first and 

second digital command point in order to obtain the optimal 

interpolation curve. 

Then, the proposed theories are presented in detail as follows. 

For the convenience of later explanation, we call Fig.2, Fig.3 

and Fig.4 function A, function B and function C. 

Theory 1: Specify the acceleration and velocity of 

position command point 1)(kX r e f  .  

As we explained above, in order to obtain an optimum 

interpolation curve between )(kX ref  and )1( kX ref , we have 

to offer an optimum velocity and acceleration to )1( kX ref . In 

other words, we need to specify the acceleration and velocity of 

)1( kX ref . We have next principles about the specification of 

acceleration and velocity of )1( kX ref . Take the average 

velocity between )(kX ref  and )2( kX ref  as the velocity of 

)1( kX ref . Meantime, take the average acceleration between 

)(kX ref  and )2( kX ref  as the acceleration of )1( kX ref . 

Then, we can get the specified velocity and acceleration of 

)1( kX ref  as follows. 
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where )1( kVref  and )1( kUref  are specified velocity and 

acceleration. 

  However, we can not use Eq.(2) and Eq.(3) to calculate the 

specified velocity and acceleration of the last command point 

because the next of last command point does not exist. With 

consideration that the industrial robots will usually stop 

operating when the last command point is output, we can 

possibly make the value of specified velocity and acceleration 

of the last command point be zero. Then, the specified velocity 

and acceleration of the last position command point can be 

obtained as follows. 

0_ finalrefV  ............................................................ (4) 

0_ finalrefU  ............................................................ (5) 

where finalrefV _  and finalrefU _  are specified velocity and 

acceleration of the last command point.  

Theory 2: Do the interpolation of (k)X r e f  and 1)(kX r e f   

by using the first-order integration of function f .  

Based on theory 1, we are able to connect  )(kX ref  and 

)1( kX ref  by using function B like we mentioned in chapter.2. 

Theory 3: Correct the interpolation error by using 

integration of function f .  

About the proposed theory (3), we want to make a brief 

explanation. Firstly, the velocity error still existed at the 

position command point )1( kX ref  after doing theory (2) and 

must be corrected. Function B is applied to correct the velocity 

error. However, an acceleration which is the first-order 

differentiation of function B will be generated because function 

B is used as the correction of velocity. The generated 

acceleration is function A. Paying attention to function A, we 

can see that the numerical value of function A is zero when t is 

0 and suT . It means that using function B to calibrate the 

velocity error will not cause any value error to the interpolated 

acceleration in theory (2). As the same, we also apply the 

function B to correct the position error because the numerical 

value of velocity(function A) and acceleration(function C) 

generated from function B are also zero when t is 0 and suT . In 

other words, we can say that the correction of position error 

will not cause any value error to the interpolated acceleration in 

theory (2) and the correction of velocity error. Consequently, 

without the interference of theory (2) and theory (3), the 

numerical value of acceleration, velocity and position of each 

position command point can be accurately calculated. To some 

extent, we can also say the proposal theories ensure the 

accuracy of entire interpolation curve.  

 

4. Interpolation Example 

In this section, an interpolation example will be provided for 

further understanding of proposed theories. Before the 

presentation, the function f  used in this example is given in 

Eq.(6).  

44 )()4( suss TTTNf   .......................................... (6) 

where sT  is the sampling time of interpolation. 

  Firstly, let us think about interpolation of acceleration. Based 

on theory (2), the interpolation between )(kU ref  and 

)1( kUref  shown as REFa  can be obtained as follows. 630 is 

multiplied to the integration of function f  for the 

convenience of calculation. 
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where  
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The velocity and position generated by REFa  shown as aV  

and aX  can be obtained as follows. 
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Then, the real velocity and position of interpolation at point 

)1( kX ref  are shown as follows. 

)()()()1( susasurefrefreal TTVTkUkVkV   .... (10)
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  Secondly, based on theory (3), the velocity error between 

)1( kVref  and )1( kVreal  will be corrected by using function 

B. Then, the calibration for velocity shown as REFV  can be 

obtained as follows. 
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where  
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The acceleration and position generated by REFV  shown as 

va  and vX  also can be obtained as follows.    
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In Eq.(13), the value of va  is zero when t is equal to 0 and 

suT . As we mentioned in explanation of theory (3), the 

acceleration generated by REFV  does not cause any value error 

to the start point and the end point of REFa . It is also the 

reason why we chose the integration of function f  in theory 

(3). 

  Thirdly, based on theory (3), the calibration for position error 

shown as REFX  can be obtained as follows. 
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The acceleration and velocity generated by suT  shown as xa  

and xV  can be calculated as follows. 
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In Eq.(16) and (17), we can see that the value of xa  and xV  

is zero when t is equal to 0 and suT . As the same with the 

explanation above, the acceleration and velocity generated by 

suT  also do not cause any value error to REFa  and REFV . 

  Finally, the total value of interpolation for acceleration, 

velocity and position shown as INTa , INTV , INTX  can be 

calculated as follows. 

xvREFINT aaaa   .............................................. (18) 

xREFaINT VVVV   ............................................. (19) 

REFvaINT XXXX   ......................................... (20) 

  Up to here, an application example of our proposal has been 

shown in detail.  

 

5. Simulations 

  5.1   Simulations of Interpolation    In this section, 

some simulation results are provided to show the effectiveness 

of our proposed interpolation methodology with sampling time 

reported in Table 1. The simulation results of interpolation for 

two typical commands (i.e. the ramp command and step 

command) are shown in Fig.(6) and (7). 

 

Table 1.  Sampling Time. 

Top Controller 2 msec 

Interpolation 125 μsec 

 

 

Fig. 6.  Interpolation for ramp command. 

 

Fig. 6-a.  Enlarged view of Fig.6. 

 

Fig. 6-b.  Enlarged view of Fig.6. 



 

Fig. 7.  Interpolation for step command. 

 

Fig. 7-a.  Enlarged view of Fig.7. 

 

Fig. 7-b.  Enlarged view of Fig.7. 

According to the simulation results shown above, firstly, we 

can definitely confirm that both the proposed scheme and 

Spline interpolation curves have passed through all the digital 

commands. In other words, we can confirm that our approach 

could accurately complete the interpolation of all distributed 

command points at least like the Spline interpolation. Secondly, 

another information shown in Fig.(6)-a, Fig.(6)-b, Fig.(7)-a and 

Fig.(7)-b proves that the sustained oscillation occurred in the 

Spline interpolation has been obviously suppressed. On the 

other hand, the overshoot problem still remains. Then, 

considering that the minimal vibration in command 

interpolation may cause unpredictable overshoot problem in 

final control result, its improvement is necessary. In section 5.2, 

we explain our novel proposed method to overcome this 

overshoot problem in proposed sequential interpolation method.  

There is no doubt that if the proposal can deal with the 

overshoot problem successfully, it will be a significant 

advantage for high-accuracy control. 

  5.2   Improvement   About the appearance of overshoot 

shown in Fig.(6) and Fig.(7), we have done another trial as 

follows. In case of the ramp and step command distribution, 

robots do not start moving when refX  is 0 and stop moving 

when refX  is goal position, it is the same meaning with that 

the value of velocity and acceleration are zero when 0refX  

and goalX ref  . So, make the velocity and acceleration of 

command points ( 0refX , goalX ref   ) be zero, then, we 

could obtain the next equations. 

0_0_  goalrefref UU  ................................................ (21) 

0_0_  goalrefref VV  .................................................. (22) 

where the 0_refU , goalrefU _ and 0_refV , goalrefV _  are the 

acceleration and velocity of command points ( 0refX ,

goalX ref   ).  

Based on Eq.(21) and Eq.(22), the new simulation results are 

shown in Fig.(8) and (9). Compared with Fig.(6) and (7), the 

proposal interpolation curve settled down at the same time as 

the digital command point reached the stead-state without 

overshoot. As a result, both the overshoot problem and the 

settle time of proposal have been significantly improved in 

proposal. 

 

Fig. 8.  Interpolation of ramp command with improvement. 

 

Fig. 9.  Interpolation of step command with improvement. 

 



5.3   Realization of Perfect Tracking Control With 

Proposed Approach   In this section, we introduce an 

application of our interpolation theories for perfect tracking 

control. 

The object of research called linear slider is shown in Fig.10. 

The linear slider is usually modeled as rigid control system. For 

rigid control system, the first-order and second-order 

differentiation of position command must be known in order to 

put the perfect tracking control into practice. In other words, 

the velocity and acceleration command must be calculated 

according to position command in usual case. However, 

because the velocity and acceleration of each position 

command point which were presented in Eq.(18) and Eq.(19) 

have been already calculated in our interpolation methodology, 

we could directly use the Eq.(18) and Eq.(19) to carry out the 

perfect tracking control. Therefore, to summarize, our scheme 

could not only realize the high-accuracy interpolation of 

distributed position command, at the same time, it also 

provides great convenience for realizing the perfect tracking 

control. The application of our interpolation approach for 

perfect tracking control is detailed as follows 

 

 

Fig. 10.  Linear slider. 

 

 

Fig. 11.  Block diagram of perfect tracking control. 

The block diagram of perfect tracking control is shown in 

Fig. 11. Based on Fig.11, the torque reference output from 

servo controller shown as refT  can be obtained as follows. 

])()([ 21 refrefrefref XXXKXXKMT    ......... (23) 
where M  is the mass of linear slider, 21, KK  are the control 

gains and X  is the position response. Because position 

command refX , velocity command refX  and acceleration 

command refX  could be obtained from Eq.(18), (19) and (20), 

we can rewrite the Eq.(23) as follows. 

])()([ 21 INTINTINTref aXVKXXKMT    ........ (24) 

Table 2.  Simulation Parameters. 

Sampling Time of Top Controller 2 msec 

Sampling Time of Interpolation 125 μsec 

Mass of Slider 4 kg 

Control Gain 1K  4104  

Control Gain 2K  2104  

 
(a) Whole view 

 

(b) View of the first part 

 

(c) View of the middle part 

 

(d) View of steady state part 

Fig. 12.  Simulation result of perfect tracking control. 



Using Eq.(24), we are able to immediately realize the perfect 

tracking control to the linear slider. The simulation result is 

shown in Fig.12 with parameters reported in Table.2.  

The enlarged views of response of perfect tracking control to 

linear slider without proposed scheme and with proposed 

scheme are shown in Fig.12-b, Fig.12-c and Fig.12-d. Through 

the simulation results, we can clearly see that the linear slider 

tracked the ramp trajectory with significantly smaller time 

delay and smaller overshoot than the response without the 

proposed scheme. In other words, with the same control 

approach, control performance can be completely improved by 

using proposed command interpolation methodology. In 

addition, we also consider that the usual sampling time delay 

(i.e. sampling time delay between the input of command point 

and the state feedback) in servo system is the reason that makes 

the overshoot problem remain even using our proposed scheme. 

Making efforts to the control method, the overshoot problem 

can be possibly resolved. But in this paper, we do not take this 

overshoot problem into consideration. 

 

6. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this paper, a sequential interpolation methodology in 

high-speed and high-accuracy control for industrial robots has 

been proposed. The effectiveness of our interpolation approach 

was verified though the simulation results. But, there is a 

shortcoming that our approach did not handle in this paper. It is 

called sampling time delay. As we explained in section 2, the 

proposal could only interpolate the two consecutive position 

command points until the third command point output. The 

sampling time interval between the second and the third 

command point is the sampling time delay. Sometimes, this one 

sampling time delay may lead the servo system to get an error 

message that the controlled plant did not get moving. As a 

result, the servo control system may mechanically stop the 

command execution. So, the resolution of sampling time delay 

problem will be considered in our future work. 
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